
The Bookmark Box for Ukraine
Supporting Ukrainian child refugees to start their next chapter

Two million children have fled Ukraine already. 100,000 children are expected to arrive in the UK,
leaving their loved ones, education and homes behind. These children now need to start a new life
whilst healing from trauma. To support them, we have designed a Bookmark Box for Ukrainian
children aged 5-9. It will be the children's own precious treasure chest filled with items to make them
feel welcomed, comfortable in their new surroundings, and build their familiarity with the English
Language. You can help Ukrainian child refugees turn the first page of their new chapter by
supporting our Bookmark Box made just for them. 

Why is this box so important? 
Research shows children who read and write in their spare time have better mental health than their
peers (NLT). The Bookmark Box for Ukraine will encourage a shared family reading experience and is
filled with the tools to support the children's wellbeing through storytelling and therapeutic play. 
 
The Bookmark Box for Ukraine has been designed with the help of literacy experts to provide: 

What is in the box? 

Tools to adapt: Helping refugee children to see themselves in their surroundings is vital as it could
be an unsettling time. The Bookmark box for Ukraine will include fun Ukrainian storybooks as well
as books that reflect the challenging experiences they have faced.  
Comfort and healing support: Sensory play and arts and crafts is recommended to support
refugee children in early education. We have included playdough, pipe cleaner games, finger
puppets and stickers.
Language tools: To celebrate the children's home language as well as to build their familiarity with
the English language as they settle into the UK. 
Community: The Bookmark box for Ukraine will simultaneously welcome the children to our
community whilst providing them the mobile data and device to stay in touch with friends and
family displaced around the globe. 
Something of their own: The box itself will be illustrated with a personalised Squibbles colouring
sheet so that the children can make it their own. At a time when these children have left so much
behind, this box will be their very own to keep forever. 

A tablet loaded with e-books, language and literacy apps
such as ChatterStars, Duolingo, Twinkl with Rhino Readers 
Mobile data allowance on the tablet to stay in touch with
friends and family displaced around the world 
Physical books in Ukrainian and English languages
A starting-school stationery set
Sensory games and story-telling aides such as play dough
and finger puppets for therapeutic play
Sticker books
Activity booklets with colouring sheets, literacy
worksheets and journaling worksheets

Each family will receive one box containing the following:

How can you gift a box to a child? 
Our aim is to deliver 5,000 boxes with a one box per family limit. You
can make a donation for a box here or set up your own fundraiser as
part of our campaign here. 
Thank you for supporting The Bookmark Box for Ukraine. 

https://www.justgiving.com/campaign/readforukraine
https://bit.ly/Bookmark-Box-Ukraine
https://bit.ly/Bookmark-Box-Ukraine

